Reigniting
your

sex life

These days, ‘good sex’ is a hot topic.
But what is good sex, and how do you get the fire
going in your bedroom if it’s (frankly) lacking lustre?
Sexologist and relationship expert
Dr Nikki Goldstein investigates …
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here seems to be
such a focus these
days on reigniting
the passion in the
bedroom, getting
that spark back and
spicing things up.
We might want to
consider whether
we’re a society that is becoming more unsatisfied
in the bedroom than past generations, or if
there’s something else at play. With an increase
in sexual empowerment, information, porn, sex
toys and sharing bedroom tips over cocktails,
why is it that we are now desperate to improve?
Is it because our sexual eyes have been opened to
possibilities, thanks to things such as Fifty Shades
of Grey, or because we are now bombarded with
messages – thanks to increasing technology –
that we’re not good enough?
I once read a study that said people were
happiest when they were having more sex
than their friends and neighbours. We are
a society that likes to compare ourselves to
others to determine where we fit in and if we’re
normal, and also compete with those around
us. But should our sex lives be included in that
mindset? You might be having more sex than
your neighbours and friends, but what if it’s
crappy sex that only lasts for a few minutes?
Does it matter if you have sex several times a
week, or that it’s fun, pleasurable and satisfying
when you do? There is no such thing as normal
when it comes to sex, so it’s about time we
stopped trying to find it between the sheets and
compete to be above it. Before you can even
begin to focus on sparking anything up, this
idea needs to be ditched from the bedroom.
Instead of focusing on what everyone else is
doing, posting and saying, focus inwards on
what you and your partner want and what
works for you.
WHAT IS ‘GOOD’ SEX?
When you are trying to identify what you
want in the bedroom, you need to consider
what good sex is to you and even what sex is in
general. Is sex just penetration, or is it other acts
as well? Do you define good sex as how long you
can last and how many orgasms (if any) you can
have, or as having fun with your partner, feeling
pleasure and enjoying the time being intimate
together? Once you define what good sex is to
you and your partner, you might more clearly
be able to work out what it is that you can do
to have good sex. This is where opening your
mind works wonders, and stepping outside the
idea of sex being only penetration might help
you to explore other sexual acts. You can have
orgasms without penetration and experiment
with getting pleasure just through touch. If you
don’t have time or don’t feel in the mood for

IN THE BEDROOM
penetration sex, then you can still have good
sex with other activities if you’re clear on what
good sex means to you and your partner.
DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT
The next problem is that what we want in the
bedroom can be a battlefield. With the options
nearly endless these days and things that were
once taboo now very much the norm, how
do you know what you want to spice things
up with? It’s important first of all to make
sure your expectations are realistic and come
from your internal wants, not from a movie
or something you heard a friend doing. Even
though you might be doing a particular sexual
act, it still might not be satisfying because it’s not
something you actually really want. Unrealistic
expectations can also be the undoing of sexual
satisfaction. Is it realistic to have mind-blowing
sex five nights a week if you’re both working and
have kids? Is it even possible to go back to the

Feeling good
about yourself, and
feeling sexy and
comfortable naked,
really has an
impact when it
comes to spicing
things up.
way things were when you first met, or should
you be focusing on a different (not necessarily
worse) type of lust and sexual attraction in your
relationship? Challenge your expectations to
ensure they are healthy and realistic for your
lifestyle and something you actually want, not
something you think you should want.
TALK IT OUT
In order to work out what you both want in
the bedroom, you might just need some good
old-fashioned conversations. Talk about your
sexual desires with each other but ensure that
if you’re going to deliver some information that
could possibly be negative, always complement
it with a statement that is reassuring of your
love and attraction to your partner. And make
sure you end the conversation with some
possible suggestions as to what you could do
to make things better so there’s something to
work on. When you do work out what you

want in the bedroom and you do have sex, it
can often be difficult to think on the spot what
those things are, especially when life is busy.
If you have discussed particular sexual acts or
things you want to experiment with, no matter
how simple and basic they are, try writing them
down and putting them in a little box or even
on the notes section on your phone so you
can easily choose one when the time is right.
Having them in a box and pulling one act at
random can be exciting knowing it’s something
that you do want to try, but not knowing
exactly what it might be. Often people think
they need to try great kinky acts to spice things
up in the bedroom but often it’s better just to
try one thing simple to change the usual sexual
behaviour pattern. Maybe it’s a new lube, an
erotic massage, a new position, a blindfold or
even an ice cube or feather.
MAKE TIME FOR YOU
In order to spice things up, work out what
you want and what you define as good
sex. It’s important to also work on yourself
– the importance of self-esteem is often
underestimated in the bedroom. Feeling good
about yourself, and feeling sexy and comfortable
naked, really has an impact when it comes to
spicing things up. Sex and being sexually
desired can help with feeling sexy, but feeling
sexy in general can help get things going in the
bedroom. Do things that make you feel good in
general; maybe it’s a spray tan, a blow-dry, some
nice lingerie (for your benefit and to make you
feel sexy, not necessarily his). It’s also important
you take some time to self-love (yes, I’m talking
about masturbation). Not only will it assist you
with your sexual self-confidence and feeling
good in general, but might also be a reminder as
to what turns you on and what gets you going.
Hopefully you can then communicate that to
your partner.
Whatever actions you do take to reignite
things in the bedroom, make sure you still keep
things fun and enjoyable. Sex is not a chore, it’s
not an action we need to tick off a list or
something we feel we should do in order to be
in a successful relationship. It’s something we
should be doing to have fun, to connect and feel
pleasure with our partner. If you are going to
start the journey to spicing things up, try not to
take things too seriously but do keep it high on
the list of importance in your life, the way your
sex life should be seen. If we have time to get our
hair or nails done and check social media, then
surely we can put some of that time and energy
into our bedroom wants and desires too.
{ DR NIKKI GOLDSTEIN IS A
SEXOLOGIST AND RELATIONSHIP EXPERT.
HEAD TO DRNIKKI.COM.AU FOR MORE
INFORMATION. }
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